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PERIODICITY AND DECOMPOSABILITY 
OF BASIN BOUNDARIES 

WITH IRRATIONAL MAPS ON PRIME ENDS 

RUSSELL B. WALKER 

ABSTRACT. Planar basin boundaries of iterated homeomorphisms induce home-
omorphisms on prime ends. When the basin is connected, simply connected, 
and has a compact connected boundary, the space of prime ends is a topologi-
cal circle. If the induced homeomorphism on prime ends has rational rotation 
number, the basin boundary contains periodic orbits. Several questions as to 
basin boundary periodics, decomposability, and minimality, when the induced 
map on prime ends has irrational rotation number, are answered by construction 
of both homeomorphisms and diffeomorphisms. Examples in the literature of 
basin boundaries with interesting prime end dynamics have been sparse. Prime 
end dynamics has drawn recent interest as a natural tool for the study of strange 
attractors. 

In their 1951 manuscript entitled Some fixed point theorems, M. L. Cartwright 
and J. E. Littlewood proved that if the induced map on Caratheodory's prime 
ends has rational rotation number, then a connected basin boundary of an ori-
entation preserving planar homeomorphism must contain a periodic orbit [CLl, 
q. 

In this note we explore the relationship between aperiodic maps induced on 
the circle of prime ends and the periodicity, minimality, and decomposability 
of basin boundaries. Attractors (as frequently defined) serve as connected basin 
boundaries and one usually requires them to contain dense orbits. The existence 
of a dense orbit would distinguish an attractor from a union of periodic orbits or 
other attracting sets. Can t.he map on prime ends, induced from the basin itself, 
help detect these dense orbits? We construct a basin separating attractor (of a 
C 1 diffeomorphism) containing no dense orbits which induces pure irrational 
rotation of both circles of prime ends (Example A). But some minimal attractors 
(all orbits dense) can induce two Denjoy maps on prime ends (on both sides) 
which have no dense orbits [Den] (Example E). 

Conceptually one imagines the map on the circle of prime ends as the action 
of the planar homeomorphism on the basin boundary as viewed from the basin. 
Precise definitions of key terminology follow. An excellent reference is J. N. 
Mather's exposition [M]. 
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Recently, K. Alligood, T. Sauer, and J. Yorke revived the study of prime end 
dynamics [AS, AY]. They suggest that computer-generated pseudo orbits, near 
attractors, may be best interpreted in the context of the space of prime ends. In 
other recent work, M. Barge and R. Gillette prove that under certain conditions 
a "cobasin boundary," which induces two rational rotation numbers on prime 
ends with different denominators (in reduced form), must be indecomposable 
[BG]. Their work is a step towards understanding the relationship between the 
dynamics of maps on prime ends and the topology of basin boundaries. They 
resolve a question due to Cartwright and Littlewood concerning the nature of 
the van der Pol oscillator [CL2, L]. 

To our knowledge, two examples exist in the literature of planar homeomor-
phisms which induce at a basin boundary a homeomorphism on prime ends 
with irrational rotation number; one has an imbedded circle basin boundary, 
the other has M. Handel's hereditarily indecomposable pseudo circle [H]. Once 
more, the purpose of this manuscript is to answer several natural questions 
concerning induced homeomorphisms on circles of prime ends which have ir-
rational rotation numbers. To simplify their precise statements, when a basin 
boundary separates two basins and is the boundary of each, we will refer to it as 
a cobasin boundary. We answer by example these questions: If the homeomor-
phism on prime ends is conjugate to pure irrational rotation (Le., is minimal), 
must the action of the planar homeomorphism on the basin boundary be tran-
sitive, that is, must it contain a dense orbit? We ask the analogous question 
about cobasin boundaries. If the homeomorphism on the circle of prime ends 
has irrational rotation number can a basin boundary contain periodic orbits? If 
a cobasin boundary induces two conjugate pure irrational rotations as maps on 
prime ends must the boundary be either a circle or a pseudo circle? 

G. D. Birkhoff constructed a cobasin boundary in an annular twist map 
which induced two nonconjugate homeomorphisms on prime ends [Bi]. The 
cobasin boundary was indecomposable; it could not be decomposed into the 
union of two proper compact connected subsets. Recently M. Barge and R. 
Gillette proved that if a cobasin boundary contains two periodic orbits with 
relatively prime periods but no fixed points, it must be indecomposable [BG]. 
It is natural to ask, must cobasin boundaries which induce nonconjugate prime 
end maps be indecomposable or contain indecomposable compact connected 
subsets? 

These first questions concern what dynamics on the basin boundaries are 
forced by certain dynamics on the circle of prime ends. Reversing the logic, 
must minimal cobasin boundaries induce minimal homeomorphisms on prime 
ends? 

We now list five examples which answer each of these questions in the nega-
tive. Included is a theorem concerning allowable pairs of induced circle home-
omorphisms on prime ends for basin separating boundaries (which need not be 
cobasin boundaries). We make two conjectures. 
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Example A. We construct a C l diffeomorphism with a basin separating bound-
ary, A, containing no dense orbits which induces conjugate irrational rotations 
on the two circles of prime ends. This example may be "wedged open" pro-
ducing a cobasin boundary containing no dense orbits which induces two maps 
on circles of prime ends, one pure irrational rotation, the other Denjoy hav-
ing the same irrational rotation number [Den]. In both cases the boundary is 
hereditarily decomposable. 

Example B. There exists a C l planar diffeomorphism with a basin separating 
boundary containing periodic orbits which has a Denjoy induced map on prime 
ends. 

Theorem. Let 1; and h be two circle homeomorphisms. Assume there do not 
exist Q and p such that Q/2n and p /2n are irrational. Q "1 P. with fl 
conjugate to rotation by Q, and h conjugate to rotation by p. Then there exists 
a C l planar diffeomorphism with a plane separating basin boundary having (up 
to topological conjugacy) these two, as induced maps on prime ends. 

Example C. There exists a planar homeomorphism with an hereditarily de-
composable circularly chainable cobasin boundary which induces two minimal 
homeomorphisms on prime ends, but which is not a circle. 

Example D. Next, we construct a C l planar diffeomorphism with a transitive 
cobasin boundary (dense orbit) which induces two nontransitive Denjoy home-
omorphisms on the circles of prime ends. 

Example E. Relying on the techniques exhibited in Examples C and D we con-
struct a planar homeomorphism with a minimal cobasin boundary (every orbit 
dense) which induces two Denjoy homeomorphisms on the circles of prime ends 
(no dense orbits). 

Conjecture 1. A cobasin boundary is minimal under the action of a planar home-
omorphism if it induces two conjugate irrational rotations on the two circles of 
prime ends. 

Conjecture 2. No cobasin boundary induces two nonconjugate irrational rotations 
on prime ends. 

1. TERMINOLOGY 

Let P be a planar homeomorphism. For p E R2, {pn(p)ln E Z} is the 
orbit of p under P. When pn (p) = p for some n, p is periodic. If there 
exists {n I ' n2 ' ••. } such that pnk (p) ---- p as k ---- 00 , the orbit or the point 
is recurrent. p wanders if there exists an open neighborhood U such that 
pn( U) n U = 0 for all n "10. The set A C R2 is invariant if P(A) = A. PIA 
or A is transitive if an orbit of P is dense in A. If A is compact and all orbits 
contained in A are dense in A, A is minimal. Two homeomorphisms P and 
G are conjugate if there exists a third homeomorphism h so that Po h = hoG. 
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An open set V is called a basin of attraction if there exists an open subset 
V S V such that F (V) S V and V = Un<o F n (V). V is called a negative 
basin of attraction if it is a basin of attraction of F- I • We use just basin when 
the distinction is not relevant. If A is closed and connected and there exists 
an open set A eWe R2 such that W \ A = VI U V2 , where VI and V2 
are connected basins, VI n V2 = 0, and A = 8 VI = 8 V2 , then A will be 
called a cobasin boundary. Throughout, basin boundaries will be compact and 
connected. 

Let Q(F) denote the points of F which do not wander or are nonwandering. 
We call a circle homeomorphism F Denjoy-like if F has no periodic points 
and Q(F) C Sl is a Cantor set [Dev]. Let F be a lift of F to the universal 
covering space R. p(F) is the rotation number of F , where 

p(F) = [(lIn) }i.~ Fn(O)] (mod 1). 

This well-defined real number is independent of the choice of lift. All Denjoy-
like circle homeomorphisms have irrational rotation numbers. 

A compact connected metric space is called a continuum. One is decompos-
able if it can be written as the union of two proper subcontinua; otherwise, 
it is indecomposable. (For example, on a compact 2-manifold, the closure of 
the unstable manifold of a hyperbolic saddle point which contains a transverse 
homoclinic point is an indecomposable continuum.) If every subcontinuum 
is decomposable it is called hereditarily decomposable. If every subcontinuum 
is indecomposable, it is hereditarily indecomposable (for example, the pseudo 
circle). A continuum A is circularly chainable if for every e > 0, there is a 
projection of A onto the circle such that all point-inverses have diameter less 
than e. 
Prime ends. We now define the prime ends of basin boundaries, A = 8 V C R2 . 
Our notation follows that of J. Mather [M]. Let {~ :J JS :J ... } be a chain 
of open, connected subsets of V such that, (a) 8~ i= 0 and is connected, for 
each i, and (b) CI(8 ~ n V) n CI(8 Jj n V) = 0, for i i= j . Assume two chains 
a = {~ :J JS :J ... } and r = {~ :J W2 :J ... } are given. Then r divides a if 
for every i there is a j such that Jtj c ~. Two chains are equivalent if each 
divides the other. A chain is prime if any chain which divides it is equivalent 
to it. A prime point is the equivalence class of a prime chain. 

If {DI :J D2 :J ... } is a family of closed disks in V such that for all i, 
Di+1 C intDi , and x E Di' then {intDI :J intD2 :J ... } is a prime chain. Let 
w(x) denote the prime point it represents. A prime end is a prime point which 
is not of the form w(x) for any x E V. If e = {~ :J JS :J ... } represents a 
prime end, then 8 ~ n V is called a crosscut. The intersection J(e) = ni CI ~ 
is called the impression of e. In the case of M. Handel's imbedded pseudo 
circle, all impressions are the whole pseudo circle. On the other hand, for an 
imbedded circle, all impressions are single points; their prime ends are then 
called trivial. 
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We now define a topology on fJ, the set of prime points of U. Let W be 
open in U. Let e E fJ and assume {~ :J V; :J ... } represents e. Then e 
divides W if there exists i such that ~ c W. Let W denote the set of all 
prime points which divide W. Then {WIW is open in U} forms a basis for 
our topology on fJ. 

Let F be a planar homeomorphism which leaves U invariant. Then F 
preserves division and "primeness" of chains; if {~ :J V; :J ... } represents 
e E fJ and e divides W, then the chain {F(~) :J F(V;) :J ... } represents a 
prime point which divides F (W). Denote this prime point by F (e) . The map 
F: fJ - fJ is a homeomorphism onto its image. 

All of our basin boundaries, 8 U , are continua and contain more than one 
point. It was known to Caratheodory that the collection of prime ends of U, 
denoted by 8fJ, is homeomorphic to a circle; furthermore, FI8fJ is a circle 
homeomorphism. We refer to FI8 fJ as the induced homeomorphism on the 
circle of prime ends for A = 8 U . A prime end e wanders under F if for every 
chain {~ :J V; :J ... } representing e, there exists io such that Fn (e) does 
not divide ~ for n =f O. Since FI8 fJ is a circle homeomorphism, e E 8 fJ is 

o 
recurrent if it is nonwandering. 

2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM AND EXAMPLE B 
To familiarize the reader with the various concepts and terminology used, 

we start with the proof of the theorem. Example B follows immediately. We 
proceed to the construction of Examples C and D which introduce the reader to 
some of the techniques used in the construction of Examples A and E. Several of 
the arguments make use of various well-known lemmas from the theory of circle 
homeomorphisms (see for example Z. Nitecki [Ni], and R. Devaney [Dev]). 

Proof of the theorem. Let 1; = 1; = rotation by an irrational on SI. Let 
F(r, 0) = (vir, 1; (0)). Then A = {r = 1} separates the two negative basins of 
attraction {r> 1} for (0, 0) and {r < 1} for 00. Fo induces (maps conjugate 
to) 1; on both circles of prIme ends. Smooth F near (0, 0) without disturbing 
these properties. 

Next assume 1; is any circle homeomorphism and that 1; is Denjoy-like. 
Because every circle homeomorphism has a C 1 conjugate, we assume 1; and 1; 
are diffeomorphisms. First, let Fo = (g(r) , 1,(0)) be a planar diffeomorphism 
for which g(r) = vir, except near (0, 0), and 1,(0) is a C 1 circle isotopy 
such that each I, is a C 1 diffeomorphism for all rand 

J.(O) = { 1; (0), 
r 1;(0), 

r'5:1, 
r ~ 2. 

Let B = {(r, O)IV2 '5: r'5: 2 and 0 E Q(1;)} , and A = [Un>oFon(B)] U {r = 1} 
(see Figure 1). Now smoothly adjust Fo near B forming the diffeomorphism 
F such that F(A) = A and R2 \ A is the union of two negative basins of 
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B 

FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2 

attraction, UI for (0, 0) and U2 for 00. Further require that points on the 
"hairs of A," A \ {r = I}, except those at the "endpoints," A n {r = 2}, 
continue to drift towards {r = I} under F . 

F induces 1; on the circle of prime ends corresponding to UI • The end-
points of A are the impressions of nonwandering trivial prime ends of U2 • 

These prime ends are mapped about the circle of prime ends by J;. All other 
prime ends of U2 wander. Since for Denjoy-like homeomorphisms, the map 
on the nonwandering set determines its conjugacy class, the induced map on 
prime ends, corresponding to U2 , is J; (or its conjugacy class). 

Now assume 1; is any C l circle diffeomorphism, that p(J;) E Q, but 
Q(J;) ¥- Sl (see Figure 2). Let Fo = (g(r) , f,((})) be as in the previous 
case. Sl \ Q(J;) consists of a countable union of open intervals, UjEN I j . 
Choose (}j E Ij' each i, and let A = {J;m((}j)li E Nand m E Z}. Let 
B = {(r, (})IJ2 ::; r::; 2, (} E A or (} E Q(J;)}. Again, 

A = [U Fon(B)] U {r = I}. 
n~O 

Adjust Fo near B, forming F, as in the previous case. The "limiting end-
points" Ao = {(r, (})Ir = 2 and (} E Q(J;)} are nonwandering and shuttled 
around {r = 2} by id xJ; . All other points of A \ {r = I} wander. Let P E Ao 
and assume p is fixed by id xJ;m , for some m. Let q E An {r = 2} have the 
property that J;ml (q) -+ p as I -+ 00. If {~ :> ~ :> ... } represents a prime 
end with impression containing p, then any prime end with impression along 
the hair of A through q, eventually under pm ,divides VJ' j ~ 1 . 
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The map f/I that carries e E a U2 having impression containing (2, 0) E Ao 
to 0 is a homeomorphism from Q(Plau ) to Qet;). Furthermore f/I conju-

2 

gates Piau and 1; on these nonwandering sets. Since the wandering points of 
2 

Pia U2 and 1; wander in the same "sense" across open intervals, f/I extends 
to a conjugacy between Piau and 1;. 

2 

In the last case, when 1; is any C l circle diffeomorphism with p(1;) E Q 
and Q(1;) = Sl , let B = {(r, 0)1V2 :::; r :::; 2 and 0 = O}. Let A and F be as 
above. Now all prime ends are periodic; Piau is conjugate to 1;. 0 

2 

Example B. In the proof of the theorem, let 1; have rational rotation number 
and let 1; be a Denjoy-like homeomorphism. The basin separating invariant 
set is depicted by Figure 1. 

3. EXAMPLE C 

We form the cobasin boundary A by radially adding together infinitely many 
irrationally rotated and radially rescaled copies of the Warsaw circle Ao [K] (see 
Figure 3). 

W. H. Gottschalk and G. A. Hedlund [GH] constructed the same continuum 
which supports a minimal homeomorphism. We now take care to extend a 
similar homeomorphism on A to the plane. 

To ease the radial addition computations, we make the construction on RXSI 
in (r, O)-coordinates. Let 

{ 
sin(1/0) , 

f±(O) = 0, 
±1, 

0< 101 :::; lin, 
101> lin, 0 E [-n, n], 
0=0. 

Then Ao = {(r, O)I-n :::; 0 :::; n, L(O) :::; r:::; f+(O)}. Ao separates the 
cylinder into two components: U; contains the large radial values, Uo- the 
small. Next let g: R x Sl ~ R be a smooth bounded function such that g > 0 

FIGURE 3. Ao 
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on U;, g < 0 on Uo- , and g -I (0) = Ao. Let Y be the vectorfield on R x Sl 
given by Y (p) = g(p) tr . Let IfIt be the flow generated by Y. 

Denote by R(eo) = {e = eo} c R x Sl. The smooth map b: R x Sl -+ R 
strictly increases along R(e) n [U; u Uo-] and b-I(O) = Ao: 

{ 
e-t when IfIt(P) = 2, 

b(p)= 0 whenpEAo' 
/ when IfIt(P) = -2. 

The smooth map h: R x SI ::J give by h(p) = (b(p) , ne(P)) (n8 = projection 
onto Sl ) collapses Ao onto the circle {r = O} while preserving e-coordinates. 
h isasmoothdiffeomorphism, off the "limit bar" h-I(O, 0) = {(r, O)llrl ~ I} c 
Ao ' onto R x Sl \ {(O, on. For later use note that 

{ 
IfIlna(2, e) , 

h-1(0, e) = R(e) nAo' 

IfIlnlal (-2, e), 

0> 0, 
0=0, 
0<0. 

Now fix WE R such that w/2n =I- Q. For each 0 E R, let 

1(0) = {(r, e)lrE n'foo nrh-l(~;nf-nw)}. 

Then A = 1(0) (see Figure 4). 
We leave to the reader to verify the following five technical lemmas which 

have straightforward proofs. 

Lemma 1. When 0 =I- 0, 1(0) is an essential circle on R x SI . 

Lemma 2. I (0) is compact and connected for all o. 
1.5r---~-~-r---r---r---r---~-·,--~--" 

l' 0 

-0.5 

-1 

-1.5 -TI -O.LTI 0 O.LTI 0.4TI 0.6TI 0.8TI TI 

FIGURE 4 
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Lemma 3. If a < fJ then I(a) n l(fJ) = 0 and llr[R(O) n I(a)] < llr[R(O) n l(fJ)] 
for all O. 

Lemma 4. I(a) = a Ua~a I(a) . 

Lemma 5. If c < d and neither is 0, then A(c, d) = UaE(c,d) I(a) is an open 
annular neighborhood of Iy' when Y E (c, d). 

We now prepare to define the desired cylinder homeomorphism F. Let a(p) 
be such that p E I[a(p)]. By Lemma 3, a is well defined. 

Lemma 6. a: R x S' ~ R is continuous. 

Proof. By Lemma 5, given {Pn ~ po} c R X S' and e > 0, there exists N 
such that for all n > N, Pn E A(a(po) - e, a(Po) + e). (If in fact a(po) ±e = 0, 
use a(po) ± e/2 instead.) Equivalently, for all n > N, Pn E I(a) for some 
a(po) - e < a < a(po) + e . 0 

The next collection of maps, {Si: R x S' ~ R}, sum to the radial coordinate: 

llrh-'(a(p) , llo(p) - iw) 
21il 

s/p) = llrh-'(O, llo(p) - iw) 
21il 

llr(p) - L.Ui Sj(p) , 

la(p)1 > 0, 

a(p) = 0 and llo(p) i- iw, 

a(p) = 0 and llo(p) = iw. 

Because p E I(a(p)) , L.~oo Si(P) = llr(p). We will use that Si(P) = llr(p) -
L.UiSj(P) for all p. 

Lemma 7. si is continuous for all i. 

Proof. That [llr(q)- L.UiSj(q)] ~ [llr(p)- L.UiSj(P)] as q ~ p, when a(p) = 
o and llo(p) = iw, follows from the fact that the tails L.lil>N Isi(p)1 ~ 0 as 
N~oo. 0 

Let F: R x S' be given by 

It follows from Lemma 7 that F is continuous. 

Lemma 8. A is the boundary of both 

U+ = {qla(q) > O} and U- = {qla(q) > O}. 
Proof. Briefly, near each pEA, there exists qo E A such that llo(qo) i- nw for 
any n E Z. In turn, near qo there exist points on the same ray as qo within 
U+ , and also within U- . 0 

The key to showing that F is injective is the following: 
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Lemma 9. F(A) = A. 
Proof. Let pEA. If 7r(J(p) I iw for i ~ 0, 

.!. ( ) _ h- 1(O, 7r(J(p) + w - (i + l)w) _ (A R( () )) 
2Si P - 2i+1 - Si+1 n 7r(J P + w . 

When i < 0, 2si(p) = Si+1 (AnR(7r(J(p)+w)) . Since 2:si(q) = 7rr(q), 7rrF(p) = 
7rr (A n R(7r(J(p) + w)). Thus F(P) = An R(7r(J(P) + w). 

When 7r(J(p) = iow and io > 0, 

" f+(() - jw) 1 
pEA {::? 7rr(p) - L- 111 :5 2io+1 . 

'../.' 2 1.,-/0 

But for j I io ' 

So 

Thus 

I -I 1 00 I 1 
7rrF(p) - 2 LSj(p) -"2 Lsip ) :5 fa 

-00 0 2 

or F(p) E An R(7r(J(p) + w). Similarly for io < ° and for F- 1. 0 

Lemma 10. F is injective. 
Proof. We do the case P, q E A, P I q, and 7r(J(P) = 7r(J(q). Then 7r(J(p) = 
iow for some ioEZ. But for ilio , 7rrh- I (O,7r(J(P)-iw) is single valued in 
P; Si(P) = Si(q) when i I to. Thus 

_ {2[Si/P)-Sio(q)];io :5-1} 
7rrF(p) - 7rrF(q) - 1 .. 

i[Si (p) - Si (q)], 10 > ° o 0 

= {:[7rr(P) -7rr(q)]: i.o < O} . 
i[7rr(P) - 7rr(q)], 10 ~ ° 

But since 7r(J(p) = 7r(J(q) and pI q, 7rr(P) I 7rr(q)· 
The inverse F-1(p) = (22:~ooSi(P) + -! 2:;x' Si(P), () - w) is continuous by 

Lemma 7. 0 

A can be projected with small diameter point inverses onto a similar radial 
sum of "near Warsaw circles" which are true circles. These circles are identi-
cal to Warsaw circles except near the limit bar they "jump across." A precise 
argument along these lines concludes that A is circularly chainable. 
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Lemma 11. A is the cobasin boundary between U+ = {qla(q) > O} and U- = 
{qla(q) < O} under a homeomorphism near F. 
Proof. Using the definition of {Sj(p)} one checks that a(F(p)) = a(p). But 
each leaf I(a) intersects each ray in a unique point (off A). Thus F(l(a)) = 
I (a). Let g be a homeomorphism near to the identity which fixes A, preserves 
radial coordinates, and has the property that g(l(a)) = I(P) for lal ~ IPI. Then 
g 0 F is the desired homeomorphism. 0 

Lemma 12. A is hereditarily decomposable. 
Proof. Let H be a subcontinuum of A. Then either 7t(JH = a point, 7t(JH = 
[a, P], where la - PI < 27t, or 7t(JH = Sl. In the first case H is a subset 
of an arc. In the second, let a < y < P and consider HI = 7t; I [a, y] and 
H2 = 7t;I[y, P]. Then H, HI' and H2 are proper subcontinua of the cobasin 
A. By Cartwright and Littlewood [CLl], none may be plane separating. By M. 
Newman [Ne], HnHI and HnH2 are continua because HUHI and HUH2 
are not plane separating. But H C 7t;I[a, P], so [H n HI] U [H n H2] is a 
decomposition of H. A similar argument works when 7t(JH = Sl. 0 

4. EXAMPLES D AND E 

Example D. A. S. Besicovitch [Bel, Be2] constructed a planar homeomorphism 
with a dense orbit which is irrational rotation on rays. Fix w/27t I- Q. Let 
A = [0, 1] X Sl . First adapt the Besicovitch map forming a homeomorphism 
f: R x Sl '.:), where f(r, 0) = (I,(r, 0), 0 + w) has the following properties: 
(i) I,(r, 0) = r for (r, 0) ¢. A, and (ii) there exists Po and % with dense 
orbits in A (under f) such that {7t(JPo + nw} n {7t(Jqo + mw} = 0 for all 
n, mEZ. 

Denote 0n(p) = 7t(J(p) + nw E Sl and again R(Oo) = {O = 0o} c R X Sl . 

Let A+ = {r > I} and A- = {r < O}. Slice open R x Sl and replace each 
R(On(PO)) by Pn and eacl1 R(On(qO)) by Qn' These two infinite wedges (see 
Figure 5a) have the following properties: 

(i) aPn and aQn are piecewise linear. 
(ii) There exists {an} C {r = I} and {dn} c {r = O} such that 

aPn n A+ = (1,00) x {7t(Jan} 

and 
aQn nA- = (-00, 0) x {7t(Jdn}. 

(iii) There exists {bn}, {cn} C {r = O} and {en}' {kn} C {r = I}, where 
ICn - bnl < 1/2n and Ikn - enl < 1/2n , such that 

Pn n A- = (-00, 0) x [7t(Jbn ' 7t(Jcn] 
and 
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Y'=1 

Y'=o 

FIGURE 5a FIGURE 5b 

Let 80Pn = anbn U ancn and 80Qn = dnen U dnkn . Then 

A = CI U [80Pn U 80Qn]' 
nEZ 

Now let 11: R x SI :::) be a continuous projection which collapses {Pn } and 
{Qn} to the rays they replaced, preserves radial coordinates, and is a homeo-
morphism off UnEZ[Pn U Qn]' The desired homeomorphism F: R x SI ':J is the 
identity near {±oo} x Sl and can be written as F = GoH, where H preserves 
radial coordinates and 11 0 H = f 0 11; G commutes with H, preserves rays off 
A, is the identity on A, and makes A an attracting set under F. One such 
G preserves the piecewise linear foliation of Qn' depicted in Figure 5b. As 
n ---- 00 , the CO size of [G1Pn - Id] and [G1Qn - Id] goes to zero for all n. 

Points on A, except those with radial coordinates equal to 0 or 1, have dense 
orbits under F on A inherited from f. The two induced maps on prime ends 
are Denjoy. Briefly, since there are C l Denjoy maps on Sl [Den], F may be 
Cl-smoothed to a C l- diffeomorphism. 
Example E. In Example C we constructed the "sin 1 / x cobasin boundary" A 
by irrational rotating and radially summing infinitely many rescaled Warsaw 
circles. One may instead irrationally rotate and radially sum double Warsaw 
circles where the two limit bars lie on disjoint orbits. After extension onto 
the plane by F, this "double sin(1/x) cobasin" A is minimal and induces 
irrational rotation on both circles of prime ends. As in Example D, wedge open 
one limit bar orbit from "outside" A, the other limit bar orbit from "inside" 
A. Compose with a homeomorphism under which points drift towards A and 
which commutes with the Denjoy rotation. The new cobasin boundary is also 
minimal but the two maps on prime ends are Denjoy-like, thus not minimal. 

5. EXAMPLE A 

The idea of this construction is to attach positive length "hairs" to one side 
of a circle forming a basin separating the invariant set Ao in such a way that 
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FIGURE 6a. Ao FIGURE 6b. A 

the endpoints of the hairs are dense in Ao. Ao is carried onto itself by a 
homeomorphism of the plane which is irrational rotation on rays. To complete 
the construction, a countable number of hairs of Ao are wedged open from the 
inside forming the cobasin boundary A (see Figure 6). 

Again fix OJ/21l ~ Q. Let fw: Sl :::) be rotation by OJ. Let C be a 
Cantor set on Sl with the property that f~C n C = 0 for all n =1= 0 (see 
M. Rees [RD. Let 1: = {(ai' a2 , ••• )Ia; E {O, I}} with the product topol-
ogy and let cI>: 1: -+ C be a homeomorphism such that <I>(f!) is an end-
point of C (accessible from Sl \ C) if and only if f! ends in all l's. Given 
x E C, let f!(x) = (a l (x), a2(x), ... ) = <1>-1 (x) . Let b;(x) = a/x)/i. Define 
10: C -+ [0, 00) by 

00 (1 )b;(X) 
lo(x) = IT "2 

;=1 

Extend 10 onto Sl by lo(x) = 0 if x ~ C. Next let I: Sl -+ [0, 00) be given 
by 

I(x) = sup lo(f~(x» 
nEZ 21nl 

Let Ao = {( r, (J) 11 ::; r ::; 1 + 1 (1 , (J)} • 
The map 1 is upper semicontinuous, thus Ao is compact. R\Ao is the union 

of two components VI and V2 where VI is chosen bounded. 8 VI = {r = I} 
and 8V2 = Ao since {x E Sll/(x) = O} is dense in Sl. The sides of the 
hairs Ao \ {r = I} are covered up in the sense that if XES I , there exists 
{xn -+ x} and {Yn -+ x} with xn < x < Yn , all n, such that I(xn) -+ I(x) and 
I(yn) -+ I(x). Thus any point of Ao accessible from V2 is an endpoint of a 
hair. 
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Now define Fo: Ao -+ Ao by 

{
(I, O+w (mod2n)), 

Fo(r, 0) = (1/2r+ 1/2, 0 + w (mod 2n), 
(2r - 1, 0 + w (mod 2n)), 

r = 1, 
(1,0) E U:;C:of;(C) , 
(1, 0) E U:;C:l f;;n(C) , 

Then Fo is a homeomorphism and Fo(Ao) = Ao. Fo extends to VI as 
Fo(r, 0) = (r, 0 + w (mod 2n)). An argument similar to those used in Ex-
ample C, shows that Fo extends to V2 • Since every crosscut in V2 nearly 
connects endpoints of hairs and Fo rotates the endpoints by irrational rotation, 
every prime end under the induced homeomorphism on U2 is nonwandering. 
Thus both induced homeomorphisms are conjugate to fro' 

Now wedge open Ao from VI as in the construction of Example D. For 
fixed (aI' a 2 , ... ,ak ) E {a, I}N the set {<l>(g)la j = a j , i = 1,2, ... ,k} is 
called a " k-block" of C. Over each k-block, for all kEN, choose a longest 
hair. Call the union of these hairs A and let AI = UnEzF;(A). So Al is a 
countable union of hairs, dense in Ao' Wedged open the rays through AI from 
VI ' as in Example D, forming A, the closure of the wedge open hairs of Al . 

Carry wedge to wedge via a planar homeomorphism H which covers Fo. 
Our homeomorphism F = G 0 H ,where G commutes with H and makes A 
attracting, as in Example D. 

The induced map on prime ends from the unbounded component of 
R2 \ A remains conjugate to that of U2 induced by Fo; it is irrational rotation. 
From the bounded component, the induced homeomorphism on prime ends is 
"countably Denjoy-like." Such circle homeomorphisms are constructed from 
irrational rotations by the removal of a countable number of pairwise disjoint 
orbits. These orbits are replaced by a countable number of closed intervals with 
finite total length. All Denjoy-like homeomorphisms can be made C I . Thus 
F may be C 1 -smoothed. 
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